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How does Bound Tree manage pharmaceutical expiration dates?
Pharmaceuticals are expensive and the task of rotating soon-to-expire stock can be very time consuming. 
Bound Tree strives to provide our customers the best expiration dating available by:

• Purchasing nearly 90% of our most frequently purchased pharmaceutical products directly from the 
pharmaceutical manufacturer. This means we are shipping pharmaceuticals with the best available  
dating from the manufacturer. 

• Purchasing our inventory on a weekly basis to replenish our stock levels. 

Why do some pharmaceuticals have shorter expiration dates?
While there is often an expectation that all injectable pharmaceuticals should have at least an 18-24 months 
expiration date at the time of receipt, many products are regularly seen with a shorter expiration date because 
these products are only available with a short date. 

Examples of products we receive with short dates are:

• EpiPen expiration dates average 12 months or less
• Diphenhydramine carpuject expiration dates average 10 months or less
• Procainamide vial expiration dates average 10 months or less

It’s important to note, the policy for most pharmaceutical manufacturers allows for the shipment of product 
with a 3-month expiration date minimum. For this reason, it is possible that we will receive product with a short 
date even when historically, the item has met or exceeded expiration date expectations. 

What is Bound Tree doing to ensure I get the best available expiration date?

To ensure we are meeting our customers’ needs with pharmaceutical expiration dates and we’re aligning with 
pharmaceutical manufacturer policies, Bound Tree will not ship product with less than a 6-month expiration 
date (unless a shorter date is approved by the customer). Due to manufacture policies, longer expiration dates 
cannot be guaranteed for any item.  

To allow you to better manage your orders and provide visibility to expiration dates at the time of order, 
pharmaceutical expiration date information is now available on our website. This feature allows you to manage 
expiration dates at the time of purchase. You can adjust your order quantities based on the expiration date, 
postpone your order until a later expiration date becomes available, or consider alternate products with longer 
expiration dates.

For questions or further assistance regarding expiration dates, please contact Bound Tree Customer Care.
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How do pharmaceutical expiration dates appear on the website?
Pharmaceutical expiration dates appear next to the in stock product availability status on the product listing 
and are shown based on a date range.

Example of what you will see:

How do the expiration date ranges work?
Expiration date ranges are based on the shortest expiration date on hand. In order to see expiration dates for 
pharmaceuticals in the warehouse assigned to your shipping location, please log into the website first.

Is there a way to see specific expiration dates? 
Bound Tree Customer Care is able to provide you with specific expiration dates, beyond the range shown on 
the website.


